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I
Thatsome propositionsaretestable,while othersare not, was a fundamentalideain the philosophicalprogramknownas logicalempiricism.
That programis now widely thought to be defunct. Quine's (1953)
"TwoDogmas of Empiricism"and Hempel's (1950) "Problemsand
Changesin the EmpiricistCriterionof Meaning"are among its most
notableepitaphs.Yet,as we know fromMarkTwain'scommenton an
obituarythat he once had the pleasureof readingabout himself, the
reportof a death can be an exaggeration.The researchprogramthat
began in Vienna and Berlincontinues, even though many of the specific formulationsthatcameout of those circlesare flawedandneed to
be replaced.
Philosophersof science now generally agree that confirmation
theoryis a centralsubject.No one reallydoubtsthe importanceof understandingwhat it takesfor a statementto be confirmedor disconfirmed
by an observation.Therealso is wide consensusthat the design of experimentsis an importantissue, not just for philosophers,but for scientists as well. If a scientistwants to test a proposition,it is important
to makesure that the experimentthat is carriedout actuallybearson
the propositionin question. Sometimesit is obvious whether this is
the case, but at other times, subtle issues need to be sortedout to see
whether this is so. The idea that some experiments really do test a
proposition,while others do not, is not controversial,nor does it deserve to be.
Matters change when the question of testability is considered.
Manyphilosophersof science think that there can be no "criterionof
testability."'It isn't just that philosophershave so far failed to figure
out what testabilityamountsto; rather,the idea is thatthere is no such
thing. The concept of testability,like the analytic/synthetic distinction, is supposedto be a vestige of a bygone age, whose untenability
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we celebrateby speakingof "the demise of logical empiricism."The
question of what makesa propositiontestableshould be rejected,not
answered.
I think this widely sharedview is not just mistaken;it is peculiar.
If it makessense to say thatan experimentdoes or does not test a given
hypothesis,why is it suddenlymisguidedto ask whether any experiment could test the hypothesis?It'sas if chemiststook the view thatit
is perfectly sensible to say that some things have dissolved in water
while othersneverdid,butthatit makesno sense to saythatsomethings
arewater-solublewhile othersarenot. If a set of observationsprovides
a test of a propositionbecause it bearsrelationR to that proposition,
then a propositionis testablewhen it is possiblefor there to be a set of
observationsthatbearsrelationR to the proposition.Testingis to testabilityas dissolvingis to solubility.If we can understandwhat testing
is, we also shouldbe able to understandwhat testabilityis.
Mydesireto resuscitatethe notionof testabilitydoes not meanthat
I sympathizewith the testabilitycriterionof meaning. The epistemologicalnotion of testabilityhas nothingmuch to do with the linguistic
notion of meaningfulness. The "linguistic turn" in philosophy
(Bergmann1964) that logical empiricismhelped initiate was in this
instance a turndown a blind alley. We need to recoverthe epistemological insights that the empiricistswere trying to develop by disentanglingthem fromthe extraneouslinguisticlingo in which they were
expressed. If a stringof words has no meaning, then of course it will
not express a testableproposition;for that matter,it won't expressan
untestableproposition,either. However,an untestablestringof words
can be perfectlymeaningful.Typically,we judgewhether a sentence
is testable by graspingwhat it means and then seeing whether the
propositionexpressedhas the relevantepistemiccharacteristics.2
One problemthat beset the testabilitytheory of meaningwas to
decidewhich conceptof possibilityshouldbe used in the claimthatall
meaningfulsentencesmustbe testable.Does testabilitymean thatit is
logicallypossibleto test a sentence, or thatit is nomologicallypossible
to do so, or that a test is feasiblegiven currenttechnology?This question mattersto the testabilitytheoryof meaning,but it does not matter
at all if we merelywant to recognizetestabilityas an importantepistemologicalconcept. It is no embarrassmentthat the phrase"possibleto
test"has multipleinterpretations;there is no need to saywhich is the
right one. Perhapssome sentences can be shown to be untestableby
purelylogical considerations.Othersmay be untestableowing just to
factsaboutlaws of nature.Stillothersmayfailto be testableforcontingent reasons-for example,becausethe testerswe have in mindhavea
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particularspatio-temporallocation, or size, or sensorysystem, or because they lack some pertinentpiece of information.Within this category of contingentlyuntestablestatements,we can recognizethat a
statementmay shift fromtestableto untestable,or in the oppositedirection, as our circumstanceschange. Perhapssome statementsabout
the Kennedyassassinationwere testable shortlyafter the event took
place, but becameuntestablesubsequently.Thepassageof time can be
an information-destroyingprocess (Sober 1988). Conversely, statements that once were untestablecan become testable,as knowledge
changesand technologyimproves.3
Testinga hypothesisrequiresthat it makea predictionthat can be
checkedby observation.What,then, is an observation?Justas the idea
of there being a criterionof testabilityhas gone out of fashion,so too
have manyphilosophersbecome skepticalaboutthe conceptof observation. The distinctionbetween observationaland theoretical statementsis supposedto be inherentlyflawed,as is the distinctionbetween
observableand unobservableentities. The defects that have been advertised are various-sometimes the distinctionsare said not to exist,
at other times they are said to be vague, and at still other times, they
are said to lack epistemologicalsignificance.Once again, I think that
the negativeverdictshave been exaggerated.
Hereis a simplebut importantfactabouthumanbeings-we make
observationsin orderto learnaboutthingsthatwe do not observe.This
is how we learnaboutdinosaurs-we look at their fossil remains.This
also is how we learn about quarks-we look at the measurementdevices in our laboratories.The fact that dinosaurs,in a sense, are observableentities, while quarks,in a sense, are not, is irrelevant.The
point is thatwe haveactuallyobservedneither. The factthatwe could
see a live dinosaur,if we were at the right place and time, but could
not see a quark,no matterwhere we went, does not show thatthe evidence we actuallyhavesupportsourbeliefsaboutdinosaursmorethan
it supportsour beliefs about quarks(Churchland1985). It is the distinction between observedand unobservedthat pertainsto questions
aboutstrengthof evidence,not the distinctionbetween observableand
unobservable(Sober1993a).4
The epistemologicalsignificanceof this point needs to be stated
carefully.It isn't that our beliefs are immune from errorwhen they
describewhat we observe,but that they are vulnerableto errorwhen
they describewhatwe do not observe.Ouropinionsin bothcategories
are fallible. Nor is it true that all our beliefs about the things we observe are betterjustifiedthanall ourbeliefs aboutthe thingswe do not
observe. Rather,the asymmetryis more modest. Supposewe want to
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test a dinosaurfossilin orderto makean inferenceaboutthe dinosaur's
diet. Ourinferencerelies on the existence of a causalchain-fromX to
Y toZ. X is the dinosaur'sdiet, Y is the state of the dinosaur'sbones
while it was alive, andZ is the presentstate of the fossil. The relationship of X to Yto Z is probabilistic.The dinosaur'sdiet does not determine what its bones are like, nor does the state of its bones determine
the stateof the fossilwe havebeforeus. Evenso, laterlinksin the causal
chain provide evidence about earlierlinks. If we know the relevant
presentstateof the fossil, this helps us inferthe stateof its boneswhen
it was alive. And if we know the state of the dinosaur'sbones when it
was alive, this helps us infer its diet. Supposethat the chain is singly
connected-the only influence thatX has on Z is by way of its influence on Y.We observeZanduse the informationwe obtainto infer the
state of Y and also the state of X. In this circumstance,the following
epistemological asymmetry obtains-our knowledge of Z is better
groundedthan our knowledgeof Y,and our knowledgeof Yis better
groundedthan our knowledge of X (Sober 1993a). Each link in the
causalchain introducesan additionalsource of possible error.When
we infer causes fromobservedeffects, causes that are more distal are
more difficultto know than causes that are more proximate.If we observe the finaleffectin a causalchain,but not the earlierones, then we
havean epistemologicalasymmetrybetweenwhatwe observeandwhat
we do not observe,butonlyinfer.Thisasymmetryis, so to speak,"chain
internal."It concernstheX, Y,andZ on a single causalchain;I am not
comparingthe more distal causes on one chain with the more proximate causeson another.
The asymmetryjustnoted is a propertyof singly connectedcausal
chains-the only connectionofX to Z passesthroughY.WhenX andZ
aremultiplyconnected,even the modestasymmetryjustnotedcan fail.
Supposethe rockbeforeyou includesa fossilizedbone, but also some
other materialsfromthe same stratum.If so, the tests you performon
the rock may provide several types of evidence that bear on the
dinosaur'sdiet. Oneline of evidencemightbearon what the dinosaur's
bones were like when it was alive; anothermight revealwhat plants
were in the dinosaur'shabitat.In this circumstance,it may turn out
thatyour inferenceconcerningthe dinosaur'sdiet is strongerthan the
inference you draw concerningthe state of its bones. With multiple
connections,a distalcause can be more knowablethana cause that is
more proximate.5
Letme describeanotherexamplein which the differencebetween
singleandmultiplyconnectedchainscanbe seen. Perhapsyou remember the childhoodgame called "passthe secret"or "telephone."One
child makesup a sentence andwhispersit to a second,who whispersit
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to a third, and so on. At the end of the chain, the last child has to guess
what the first child's sentence was. The process of transmission usually makes the initial sentence all but unrecognizable. In this singly connected chain, the last person has a better grip on what the penultimate
person said than on what was said by the person before. Each transmission involves a new chance of distortion. For this reason, the effect at
the end of the chain provides more evidence about causes that are proximate than about causes that are distal. But now imagine a different game
in which the first child initiates twenty separate chains. The first child
whispers in the ears of twenty children, who each go into their separate classrooms and pass the message down the line in each. The last
person in each classroom then comes out and these twenty messengers each whisper in the ear of a teacher. The teacher is at the end of
twenty chains, each tracing back to the initial child. She has twenty
separate connections to that first child, but only a single connection to
each of the intervening children. For this reason, the teacher will have
a better chance of figuring out what the initial child said than of deciphering what some child at the middle of the chain in one of the classrooms said. Multiple connections are good correctives for transmissions
that are subject to error.6
What we know about the physical objects that we do not observe
always depends on what we know about objects that we do observe.7

However,it isn't true that everythingwe know about the objectswe
observedepends on what we know about the objects we do not observe.Ourknowledgeof electronsdependson ourknowledgeof meter
readings;but what we know aboutmeter readingssometimesis independentof what we know aboutelectrons.Thisis an importantasymmetry. Again, it is important not to exaggerate. It isn't true that
everything we know about what we observe is independent of everything we know about what we do not observe. Some of what we know
about tables and cats is influenced by what we know about atoms and
genes. But some is not. That's the point.
The epistemological significance of observation does not depend
on whether we give the concept a broad or a narrow reading. Do scientific instruments allow us to observe things that otherwise would be
unobservable, or do they merely allow us to infer states of the world
from the instrument readings that we observe? As Ian Hacking (1981)
once asked, do we see microscopic objects by looking through a microscope, or do microscopes merely allow us to infer the existence and
properties of those things? There are interesting issues to address here
in the philosophy of perception,8 but they don't matter to the epistemological issues concerning testability. Towards the end of the causal
chain that culminates in an observation, there is an object that we see
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or hear or taste or smell or feel. The detectiondevices used in science
aredesignedto connectwith oursensorysystemsin this way. We may
want to reserveour use of sensorytermslike "see"and "hear"for the
relationswe bear to some of the last links in this causalchain, but, if
we do, we must recognize that our ability to detect has a far greater
reach.We can detect whether an objecthas a given propertyif we can
find a causalchainwhose terminusis a perceptualstatewe are able to
enter that providesevidence as to whether the object has that property. Instrumentationallowsus to detect the temperatureat the earth's
core, even if we can't see or hear or taste or smell or feel it. The concept of testabilitydependson the conceptof observation,but it doesn't
matterwhetherwe equateobservationwith the broadnotion of detection or with the narrownotion of sensing.
Theterm"observation"
hasa slidingandcontext-dependentmeanin
science
because
of
the
dialecticalrole that so-called"observaing
tions" play in resolving disputes among competing hypotheses.
Observationsare able to help answera questionconcerningwhich of
severalcompetinghypothesesis most plausibleonly to the extent that
we are able to decide which observationstatementsare true without
firsthavingto knowwhich of the competinghypothesesis true. It is in
this sense thatobservationsmust be "theory-neutral"-theyshouldbe
neutral,relativeto the competingtheoriesundertest;they need not be
neutralin anyabsolutesense (Shapere1982; Fodor1983, p. 24; Sober
1994). Othertheoriescan be used to justifyvariousobservationstatements,but the theoriesundertest cannotbe presupposedby the observation statementsthat are used to test those very theories.We may be
inclined to treat the mass of the earth as somethingthat we observe
when we use the measuredmassto answera questionaboutsomething
else. Butif we are tryingto figureout what the massof the earthis, we
fora differentclassof statemaywant to reservethe term"observation"
ments,ones whose truthvalueswe canascertainwithoutalreadyknowing what the mass of the earth is, and which allow us to discriminate
amongdifferentestimatesof thatquantity.9
Althougha hypothesismust makepredictionsaboutobservations
if it is to be testable,there is a second requirementthat the concept of
testabilityimposes. This is the idea that testing is an inherentlycontrastiveactivity-testing a hypothesismeanstestingit againstsome set
of alternatives(Sober1994). The point can be seen by consideringan
example.At home I have a copy of Reichenbach's1938 book,Experience and Prediction. Does page 38 of that book contain an odd or an
even numberof letters?It would be easy to answer this question empirically;the experiencesthatany of us wouldhavewhen we count the
letters that appearon page 38 would favorone of those propositions
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over the other. This is because the proposition that there are an odd
number of letters on page 38 and the proposition that there are an even
number of letters on page 38 make different predictions. It therefore
may seem obvious that each of those propositions is empirical because
the problem of discriminating between them can be solved empirically.
But now consider a new question: Are there an odd number of letters on page 38, or is an undetectable evil demon manipulating our
experiences so that we falsely believe that there are an odd number of
letters on the page? Here we have a problem that cannot be solved by
making observations. The experiences we would have by counting the
letters on the page would not discriminate between the two hypotheses. And apparently, there is no other empirical test that will do any
better. However, in saying that the problem cannot be solved by an
empirical test, we should not conclude that the propositions that enter
into the problem are untestable. For the proposition that-there are an
odd number of letters on page 38 is a part of both of the problems that
I have described. It is part of odd versus even, which is empirical, but it
also is part of odd versus demon, which is not. We don't want to say
that the odd proposition is and is not testable. Better to say that the
proposition is testable relative to one competing hypothesis, but is
untestable relative to another. A question has a set of alternative answers; the problem is to see if observations can help us determine which
answers are more plausible and which are less. The fundamental object that can be said to be empirical or nonempirical is a problem or
question; propositions are testable only derivatively.
The position I am defending is very much in the spirit of Carnap's
(1950) "Empiricism, Semantics, and Ontology," a work that I think has
been widely misunderstood. Carnap, of course, would have agreed that
there is a difference between questions that can be answered empirically and questions that can't. However, he additionally thought that
this distinction applies to propositions, and not just to problems; he
thought that there are internal and external statements, as well as internal and external questions. Carnap wanted to mark the distinction
between internal and external statements by a syntactic device in a formal language. For example, if the statement that physical objects exist
is external, then the way to prevent confusion about this is to use a
formal language in which a special quantifier is stipulated to range over
physical objects. Whether or not you share Carnap's penchant for formal languages, you should see that it is no criticism of Carnap's proposal that one's choice of quantifiers is a pragmatic matter. You can
choose to use quantifiers that range just over the physical objects, but
you alternatively may want to use quantifiers that range over domains
that are more inclusive, or less. This is just a matter of convenience, as
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Quine (1953) points out in his essay "On Carnap'sViews on Ontology."
Carnapwould have agreed. It is a pragmatic matter whether you decide
to mark the epistemological status of a proposition by using a language
in which all propositions with that status are expressed by sentences
that have a distinctive syntactic feature. It does not follow, however,
that the epistemological property that Carnapwas discussing is unreal,
or that it is merely an artifact of our pragmatic linguistic decisions.
So far, I have suggested that an empirically soluble problem is one
in which the competing hypotheses make different observational predictions. But in what sense do hypotheses "make predictions," in view
of the so-called Duhem-Quine Thesis (Duhem 1914; Quine 1953)? My
answer is to separate a simple logical point that I accept from a more
contentious epistemological point that I reject. The simple logical point
is that hypotheses rarely make observational predictions on their own;
they require supplementation by auxiliary assumptions if they are to
be tested. Schematically, it isn't the hypothesis H alone that predicts
whether O will be true; rather, it is the conjunction H&A that has this
implication. The controversial, and I think mistaken, epistemological
point that Quine (1953) famously defended in "Two Dogmas of Empiricism" is thatwhat gets confirmed and disconfirmed by observations
is not H taken by itself, but the conjunction H&A. This is Quine's epistemological holism. It is wholes that observations impinge upon, not
their parts.
The error that I see in epistemological holism is that it overlooks
the fact that auxiliary assumptions are often independently tested (Giere
1988, Sober 1993c, Mayo 1996). When scientists want to test one hypothesis against another, they don't simply invent auxiliary assumptions that permit the competing hypotheses to issue in predictions.
Rather, they try to find auxiliary assumptions that they already have
good reason to think are true. This means that the auxiliary assumptions used in a test and the hypotheses under test differ in their epistemological standing. The observational outcome favors one competing
hypothesis over the others. But the test typically will not test the auxiliary assumptions at all. For one thing, the auxiliary assumptions are
independently supported; for another, scientists usually have good reason to think that the outcome of the experiment will not furnish a reason
to doubt the auxiliary assumptions. Typically, the auxiliary assumptions
are epistemically independent of the test outcome.
Consider a mundane example. A pregnancy test allows a woman
to gain evidence as to whether she is pregnant. The outcome of the test
is able to play this role because pregnancy tests are reliable. By reliability, I mean that the test has small probabilities of false positives and
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falsenegatives-if she is pregnant,the test will probablycome out positive, and if she is not pregnant,the test will probablycome out negative.10Inthe typicalsituationin which suchtestsareused, the outcome
of the test does not change one's opinion about the test procedure's
reliability. The woman taking the test doesn't know beforehand
whether she is pregnant,but she does known that the test is very reliable. Afterthe test resultsare in, she has evidenceas to whether she is
pregnant,butherdegreeof confidencein the reliabilityof the test procedure remainsunchanged.The observationaloutcome tests one hypothesisagainstanother,but it does not test the auxiliaryassumptions
thatare used. It takesa very differentexperimentto test the reliability
of the test procedure.
Notice that this exampleconformsto the unobjectionablelogical
point conceded before, but not to Quine's epistemological holism.
Hypotheseson theirown don'tissue in predictions;rather,it is hypotheses conjoinedwith auxiliaryassumptionsthatdo so. However,the test
outcomenot only discriminatesbetween the conjunction"sheis pregnantandthe test procedureis reliable"andthe conjunction"sheis not
pregnantand the test procedureis reliable."In addition,the test outcome discriminatesbetween the hypothesisthat the woman is pregnantand the hypothesisthatshe is not. Furthermore,the test outcome
saysnothingaboutwhether the test procedureis reliable.Not only are
wholes testedagainstwholes; in addition,some of the partsare tested,
but othersare not.1
Althoughthis examplehelps illustratewhere epistemologicalholism goes wrong, it is unusual in an importantrespect. The two hypotheses thata pregnancytest allows you to test are exhaustive;given
that Ms. X exists, there are just two possibilities-either she is pregnant or she isn't. However,hypothesesin science rarelycan be tested
againsttheir negations.Newtonian theory makespredictions,but its
negationdoes not. Itsnegationsubsumesall specificalternativesto the
theory, both known and unknown. To know what the negation predicts, we'd have to know two things-what each specific alternative
predicts, and also what probabilityeach of these alternativeshas of
being true, if Newtoniantheoryis false. The firstof these is something
thatwe'll neverknow;the second is a quantitythat isn't even well defined. Fortunately,these imponderablesdo not need not to be pondered.Typically,one teststwo ormorespecific hypothesesagainsteach
other, where the hypothesesare not exhaustive.12
In saying that epistemologicalholism is wrong, I mean that it is
wrong in the vast majorityof cases. The conjunctionsmadeof hypotheses undertest andauxiliaryassumptionsalmostalwayscan be pulled
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apart and the credentials of the conjuncts evaluated separately. There
may be circumstances, however, in which this cannot be done. For
example, Reichenbach (1958) argued that hypotheses about the geometry of physical space and hypotheses about physical forces cannot be
tested independently. The conjunction of Euclidean geometry and a
physics that postulates what Reichenbach called universal forces is predictively equivalent with the conjunction of non-Euclidean geometry
and a physics that denies that there are universal forces. If we assume
that there are no universal forces, we can perform observational tests
to determine what the geometry of space is. And if we assume that space

is Euclidean(or that it is not), we can test whether there are universal
forces.Whatwe cannotdo is test which conjunctionof geometryplus
physicsis correct.My pointhere is not to endorseReichenbach'sargument, but to point out thathis holistic conclusionsare not ruledout by
what I'vesaidagainstepistemologicalholism.Reichenbach'sargument
needs to be evaluatedby attending to specific epistemologicalquestions aboutphysicalforcesandgeometry.In effect, Quine'sholism is a
generalizationof Reichenbach'sclaim. It is this generalization that I
think is mistaken.
Thus,when I saythatauxiliaryassumptionstypicallycanbe tested
independently,I do not mean thatall assumptionsare dischargeable.
Perhapsthere is a residuumthat resiststhis treatment.Empiricaltests
are performedwithin the frameworkof a backgroundlogic. I do not
claim that logic is empiricallytestable.'3And Hume claimed that all
inductive inferencesrest on the untestableassumptionthat nature is
uniform(onwhich see Sober1988, chapter2). My objectionto epistemologicalholism does not contradictthis Humeanthesis. I do not say
that everyauxiliaryassumptionthat is used to test a set of competing
hypothesesis independentlyattestedby empiricalevidence. I say that
this is true for many.
I hope these commentson epistemologicalholism indicatehow I
think the followingcriticismof the notion of testabilityshould be answered. It might be suggestedthat the conceptof testabilityis subject
to trivialization-one is forcedto concludeeither thatno statementis
testable or that all statementsare testable. The first conclusion may
seem plausibleif we holdthata testablestatementmustbe ableto make
predictionswithout the mediationof auxiliaryassumptions.The second conclusionmayseem plausibleif we hold that a statementis rendered testable merely by inventing auxiliaryassumptionsthat allow
the statementto issue in observationalpredictions.The way to steer
between this Scyllaand Charybdisis to say that testingone statement
againstanotherrequiresthatone use auxiliaryassumptionswhose plausibilityis attestedby independentevidence.
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The demandthatone haveindependentreasonto think that one's
auxiliaryassumptionsare true leaves it open that one's auxiliaryassumptionsmayincludeidealizations.Forexample,Newton frequently
assumedin his calculationsthat the planetsare point masses. This is
perfectlylegitimatein the context of testing a set of hypotheses, provided that the idealizationdoes not distortthe interpretationof data.
Whatis essentialis not thatone be able to say thata set of assumptions
is true, but that it is harmless-that correctingthe idealizationwould
not affectthe conclusionsone draws.However,it isn't enough just to
assert that the idealizationis harmless;one must have evidence that
this is so.
Let'snow consideranotheraspect of the concept of testability.If
the conjunctionof hypothesis under test and auxiliaryassumptions
makespredictionsabout observationaloutcomes,what does "prediction" mean?The relationshipis almostnever deductive. All observation is subjectto error,which meansthat the hypothesisbeing tested,
coupledwith plausibleauxiliaryassumptions,sayswhich observational
outcomesare moreprobableandwhich areless. The conjunctiondoes
not say which observationaloutcomesmust occur and which cannot.
The point is clearestwhen the competinghypothesesthemselves use
the conceptof probability.Thehypothesisthata coin toss is faircan be
tested againstthe hypothesisthat the coin has a probabilityof landing
heads of, say, 0.9. These hypotheses,when supplementedwith standardassumptionsabout the tossing process,makevery differentpredictions aboutwhat will happenin a run of tosses. However, neither
hypothesissayswhich observationaloutcomemustoccur.Eachhypothesis is consistentwith all possiblemixes of heads and tails. The same
pointholdswhen the hypothesisundertest does not use the conceptof
probability.A pregnancytest allows a woman to test the nonprobabilistic hypothesisthat she is pregnant,but such test procedureshave
nonzero errorrates. It isfalse that the test must come out positive if
she is pregnant,and negativeif she is not.14
Not only is predictiona probabilityconcept;in addition,the relevantprobabilisticquestionis comparative,not absolute.Theprobability of gettingexactly 496 headsin 1000 tosses is very small,if the coin
toss is fair.However,the probabilityof thatoutcome,if the coin's probabilityof landingheads is 0.9, is much smaller.That'swhy observing
496 heads in 1000 tosses favorsthe first hypothesisover the second.
Don'taskwhethera hypothesiscanor cannotexplainan outcome.And
don't askwhether the hypothesissays that the outcomewas probable
or improbable.The relevantquestionis whether the outcome is more
probableaccordingto one hypothesisthanit is accordingto another.
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In the case of the two hypothesesabout the coin toss, each says
how probableit is thatthereshouldhavebeen 496 headsin 1000 tosses.
However,competinghypothesesneed not assignprecise probabilities
to the observationsfor the hypothesesto be tested againsteach other.
Consider,for example, a case of suspectedplagiarism(Salmon1984,
Sober 1988). A teacher notices that two student essays are virtually
identical.Two possibleexplanationscome to mind. The hypothesisof
separateoriginationsaysthatthe two studentsworkedindependently.
The hypothesisof single originationsaysthat one studentcopied from
the other (orthat the two studentscopiedfroma commonsource).We
know that the observedmatchingis far more probableon the plagiarism hypothesis than it is on the hypothesisof independentorigination;yet, we arehardpressedto sayexactlyhow probablethe observed
sequence of words is accordingto either hypothesis. However, since
the point is just to compare the hypotheses,it suffices that we know
how the probabilitiesprovidedby the two hypothesesthemselvescompare. Knowingthe absolutevalues of the probabilitieswould suffice
for this task,but this is not necessary.15
These variouspoints can be summarizedby a slogan:there is no
probabilistic analog of modus tollens. If a hypothesis deductively en-

tails somethingfalse, then the hypothesisisfalse. But if a hypothesis
says that what you observewas very improbable,what then? It does
not follow that the hypothesisitself is improbable.Hasthe hypothesis
strainedyour credulitytoo much if it tells you that what you observe
hada probabilityof only one in a zillion?Shouldwe rejecthypotheses
if they step over this line that we draw in the sand?There is no such
absolutethreshold.Theevidencepointsawayfromone hypothesisonly
in the sense that it points towardsanother.We can judge which hypothesesdo betterandwhich do worse in theircompetition,but thatis
all (Royall 1997, ch. 3).16

II
I now have finishedthe "theoretical"partof my discussionof testability. Next, I want to applythese ideasto the continuingconflictbetween
the hypothesisof intelligentdesignand the hypothesisof evolutionby
naturalselection.Thepositivistsfamouslyheld thatthe statement"God
exists"is untestableand that the same is true of its negation. It is less
well known that Popper(1974) at one time consideredevolutionary
theory to be unfalsifiable,and said, instead,that it is "ametaphysical
researchprogram."With the demise of logicalempiricism,both these
claimshaveattractedmuchless philosophicaldiscussion,notwithstanding the occasionalattemptby a creationistto show that evolutionary
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theory is a tautology and not a testable proposition at all (Bethel 1976).
I think it is worth taking a fresh look at these questions.
Contemporaryevolutionary theory describes a number of processes
that can influence the traits that living things possess. The most famous
of these is natural selection. However, it needs to be recognized that
evolutionary theory includes other possible causes of evolution besides
natural selection; it also needs to be recognized that natural selection
is not a single process, but several.
Because the toolkit of evolutionary theory includes more than just
the concept of natural selection, the theory allows for the possibility
that organisms may often be imperfectly adapted to their environments.
One reason this is possible derives from the hypothesis that there is a
single tree of life; this is the claim that all present-day organisms on
Earth have common ancestors. Natural selection might favor a given
trait in a lineage, but the lineage will have begun with a suite of ancestral characteristicswhose influence it cannot entirely escape. Selection is
often a force that tends to move lineages away from their ancestral condition, but that ancestral condition itself constitutes a force that resists
the impulse to change. This influence of ancestors on descendants is
sometimes called "phylogenetic inertia." The frequent result of this
conflict between selection and inertia is that the traits found in descendants are "compromises." Consider a quantitative characteristic-say
the length of a limb-that is found in a lineage. If the ancestors at the
start of the lineage have a value of 5 and the optimal value for their
descendants (given their environment and background biology) is 15,
then it may turn out that the observed value in the descendants is between 5 and 15. If the observed value in the lineage is close to 15, that
is evidence that selection was strong and that the influence of ancestors was weak; if the observed value is close to 5, precisely the opposite assessment makes sense.17
In addition to natural selection and phylogenetic inertia, contemporary evolutionary theory recognizes mutation, recombination, migration, drift, and correlations of characters induced by the underlying
genetic system as possible influences on trait evolution. The theory
acknowledges a plurality of possible causes; biologists must determine
empirically which combinations of causes influenced the evolution of
particular traits in particular lineages. Biologists who debate adaptationism agree (or should agree) on this background theory, which describes what is possible. Their disagreement concerns which causes
were actual (Sober 1984, 1993c).
With respect to the concept of natural selection, the first thing to
notice is that selection doesn't simply promote the evolution of traits
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that are "good"in some vaguesense. The theory gives this idea a precise meaning. Naturalselection favorstraits that promotereproductive success. Traitsthat promotesurvivalwill be selected only to the
extent that survivalis relevantto reproductivesuccess. But now we
must ask-whose reproductivesuccess will naturalselection serve to
enhance?Darwinalmostalwaysthoughtof individualorganismsas the
beneficiaries, though he did think that naturalselection sometimes
causestraitsto evolvebecausethey help groups,not individuals.Incontemporarytheory,thesetwo "unitsof selection,"as they now arecalled,
are two items in a hierarchy.Belowthe individual,thereare the genes
thatexist inside an individual.Andabovea groupof conspecificorganisms, there are multispeciescommunitiesof organisms.Evolutionary
theory acknowledgesthat selection can occur at all these levels; empiricalinquirymustdetermine,on a case-by-casebasis,which types of
selection processinfluencedthe evolutionof differenttraits.Groupselection and individual selection predict different evolutionaryoutcomes, and the same is true of intragenomicconflict and community
selection. Biologistswho debate the units of selection problemagree
(or should agree)on this backgroundtheory,which describeswhat is
possible. Again,their disagreementconcernswhich causesareactual
(SoberandWilson 1998).
When biologists test evolutionaryhypotheses in their scientific
work, they are not testing the overarchingframeworkthat describes
the possible causesof evolution.Rather,they test specifichypotheses
that seek to describewhy specifictraitsare presentin specificpopulations. Since testing is a contrastiveactivity, they test specific models
againstother specificmodels.The goal is not to determinewhether an
evolutionaryexplanationcan be invented that is consistentwith the
theory'sdelineationof the possible causes of evolution, but to determine whether there is evidence that discriminatesbetween different
evolutionaryhypothesesconcerningwhat actuallyoccurred.
As an example, consider the continuing debate in evolutionary
theory about why sexual reproductionis found in many, but by no
means all, organisms.One hypothesisis that sexual reproductionallows parentsto produceoffspringthat differ among themselves,and
that this strategyis advantageouswhen the environmentis uncertain.
Parentsvary their offspringfor the same reason that savvy investors
diversify their portfolios. This hypothesis can be tested by seeing
whether sexual species tend to live in environmentsthatare more uncertainthan the environmentsthatasexualspecies inhabit.18This hypothesiswould be testedagainstthe "null"hypothesisthat there is no
correlationbetween mode of reproductionand environmentaluncertainty. Notice that it isn't enoughsimply to invent a hypothesisabout
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why sex mighthaveevolved.One needs to extractfromthe hypothesis
a testablepredictionand then one needs to see whether that prediction is true. Those who think that evolutionarybiologists simply sit
aroundmakingup just-sostories about the survivalof the fittest may
be surprisedto learnthat there actuallyare unsolvedproblemsin evolutionarytheory. Variousexplanationshave been suggestedfor why
sex exists, but it remainscontroversialwhich of them is right.
I hope this gives a sufficientlyclear picture of how evolutionary
hypothesesare tested. I'llnow turnto the hypothesisof intelligentdesign. Creationistsdisagreeamongthemselvesabouta numberof things.
Some hold that the earth is young, while othersconcede that it is ancient. Some think that each species was separatelycreatedby intelligentdesign,butothersagreewith Darwin'streeof life hypothesis.They
merelyassertthat some traitsmadetheir firstappearancein life's historybecauseof intelligentintervention.Theseepisodesmight include
the origin of life, basic featuresof cellularmachinery,or consciousness. I set to one side the sort of theism thatconcedes that all features
of all organismsare the result of mindlessnaturalprocesses,but then
insists that God set these naturalprocessesin motion. Deism of this
sort is not in competitionwith evolutionarytheory.
If creationismis variegatedin this way, what can it be said to predict aboutthe observablefeaturesof living things?Letus begin by noting that some versionsof creationismmakevery definite predictions.
Supposewe assume that God, if he existed, would want to make all
organismsgreen, and that he would have the power and the knowledge to be ableto achievethis goal.Thisversionof creationismpredicts
that all organismsshouldbe green. It and Darwiniantheorytherefore
makedifferentpredictionsaboutwhat we shouldobserve.The observations, it turnsout, are squarelyon the side of Darwin.Not that anyone everdefendedgreencreationism,but the examplesufficesto make
it obvious that there are versions of creationismthat can be tested
againstevolutionarytheory.
Not all versionsof creationismhave this status. Consider,for example,the hypothesisthatGoddesignedeachspecies to havethe traits
it would have had if it had evolved by Darwinianprocesses.Call this
the hypothesisof the "tricksterGod."It was approximatedby Philip
HenryGosse, who claimed, in his 1857 book Omphalos,that it was
part of God'splan of creationto put misleadingfossils in the ground
and a misleadingnavel in Adam'sbelly (Gould1985). This version of
creationismagreeswith the predictionsthat Darwiniantheory generates. However,thatdoes not mean that the tricksterGodhypothesisis
untestablein any absolutesense. The tricksterGodhypothesismakes
predictionsjustas muchas Darwiniantheorydoes-after all, they make
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the same predictions.The tricksterGod hypothesiscannot be tested
againstDarwiniantheory, but it can be tested againstthe green version of creationism.The tricksterGodhypothesisfits the observations
better than green creationismdoes. The problemis that evolutionary
theoryandthe tricksterGodhypothesisare empiricallyindistinguishable. I do not proposeto offer a nonempiricalreasonfor choosing between them.Butneitherdo I concludethatDarwinismandCreationism
areon an epistemicpar.EvolutionarytheoryandCreationismare each
conjunctions.We need to probethe structureof each conjunction.
Thehypothesisof intelligentdesigncanbe givena strongor a weak
formulation.The strongform says thatall featuresof all living things
are the result of intelligent design; a weaker formulationsubstitutes
"some"for "all."Letus considera modestformof creationismthatsays
merely that the eye is the result of intelligentdesign. In what way is
this versionof creationisma conjunction?Well, it saysthat "anintelligent designer created the eye" and it also says that "if an intelligent
designercreatesthe eye, then the eye will have such-and-suchcharacteristics."19Fillingin the "such-and-such"
permitsthe conjunctionto
generatea testableprediction.If you assumethatGodwould make every featureof the eye green, then this conjunctionmakespredictions
that turn out not to be true. On the other hand, if the creationisthypothesis is filled out in accordancewith the idea of a tricksterGod, it
will predictthe same featuresthat evolutionarytheorypredicts.
Theproblemis not whether the creationisthypothesiscanbe filled
out so thatit makespredictionsthataccordwith ourobservations.This
is easy to do. We can alwaysinventauxiliaryassumptionsthatsave the
phenomenawhen they are conjoinedwith the hypothesisthat the eye
is the resultof intelligentdesign.Theconjunctionis testable,butwhat
of its conjuncts?Canthe auxiliaryassumptionsbe testedindependently
of the hypothesis? That is, can assumptionsabout what organisms
would be like if they had been created by an intelligent designer be
tested independentlyof the hypothesisthatorganismsare the resultof
intelligentdesign?I have my doubts.
It is importantnot to be misled here by the assumptionthat we
know what characteristicsGod would have if he existed. First, we
should not be parochial;we should not assumethat the tenets of the
religionwith which we are most familiarsomehow define what God
must be like if such a being exists. Second, even if we assume some
particularconceptionof what Godwould be like if he existed, we must
checkwhether that conceptionreallytells us how likely Godis to produce the set of characteristicswe find in the organismsin question.
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The fact that testing the design hypothesis requires that we
have information about the goals and abilities the designer would
have, if he existed, can be seen by considering Paley's example of
the watch found on the heath. One reason we are happy with the
hypothesis that the watch was produced by intelligent design is
that we have no trouble believing that designers would have
wanted to produce an object with the features found in the watch
and that they would have had the ability to do so. It isn't enough
that the watch would have a very lowprobability of exhibiting the
features we observe if it were produced by purely random natural
processes; in addition, Paley must defend the positive claim that
the watch would have a higherprobability of exhibiting those features if it were the result of intelligent design. If we knew, for
example, that intelligent designers would be loathe to create objects that go tick-tock, or that are made of metal, Paley's argument
about the watch would collapse.20
Paley cannot be faulted for failing to consider the hypothesis of
evolution by natural selection; after all, he published fifty years before
The Origin of Species appeared. Although Paley pays some brief attention to the idea of random variation and selective retention,21 the real
focus of his argument involves comparing the hypothesis of intelligent
design with a single alternative-the hypothesis that the adaptive contrivances of organisms originated by random natural processes. Paley
was right in his claim that a complex adaptive trait has a very low probability of existing if the'processes in place are purely random. As latterday creationists have emphasized, a tornado blowing through a
junkyard is unlikely to assemble a well-functioning automobile.22 But
the second part of Paley's argument contains a major gap. He assumes
that the adaptive contrivances that we observe would have a much
higher probability of existing if they were the result of intelligent design. I claim that Paley offers no reason to think that this is so, and that
his successors have done no better.23
The problem I am describing is made vivid by Dennett's example
(1989, p. 285). We are shown four animals-a laying hen, a Pekingese
dog, a barn swallow, and a cheetah. The hen and the dog have many
characteristics that were produced by intelligent design-not by
someone's making them from nonliving materials, but by animal breeders modifying these organisms through the process of artificial selection. No such conscious manipulation accounts for the traits of the barn
swallow and the cheetah. However, suppose we don't know this, and
that we are asked to inspect these four organisms and say which features of which organisms were due to conscious design and which were
due to mindless evolution. How should we set about solving this puzzle?
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The risk of erroneousinferenceis obvious.As Dennett points out, we
mightmakethe mistakeof thinkingthatcheetahsrunfastfor the same
reasonthat greyhoundsdo-they have been artificiallyselected to do
so. And the fact that the barnswallow lives in barnsmight lead us to
thinkthatit was artificiallyselected,like the Pekingesedog, to be a pet.
As for the Pekingese,it is cute and cuddly,but so are pandas-maybe
cuteness evolves without the interventionof intelligentdesigners.
How are we to avoid these mistakesand discern which features
are the resultof consciousartificialselection andwhich are the result
of mindless evolution?This is a question that creationistsas well as
evolutionistsshouldbe willing to engage.Virtuallyall present-daydefenders of the design hypothesisgrantthat numerousfeaturesof organismswere the result of mindlessevolution.They simplydrawthe
line at certainspecial characteristicsand claim that these special few
were the resultof intelligentdesign. So I take it that evolutionistsand
creationistsshouldagreethattwo of the organismswe are considering
were workedover quite a lot by artificialselection, and two were not.
The questionis how we would infer this fromscratch.
Let'sfocus on the cheetah. The obvious reason for thinking that
the cheetah'sswiftnessis not due to artificialselection is thatcheetahs
ran fast long before humanbeings came on the scene. Notice how informationaboutthe putativeintelligentdesignersfiguresin this inference. If we had no idea when people lived, or when the ancestorsof
present-daycheetahsstartedrunningfast,this simpleargumentwould
thatpeoplewere around
be blocked.Butlet's suppose,counterfactually,
I think we'd still be
its
swiftness.
evolved
the
cheetah
when
lineage
selection. Afof
artificial
unconvincedthat cheetahs run fastbecause
ter all, why would human breeders have wanted to make cheetahs
swift?Andwould they reallyhavehad the abilityto effect this change?
I bet that our ancestorshad more pressingproblemson their minds,
and, in any case, their abilityto intervenein cheetah reproductivebehaviorwould have been ratherlimited.
This example illustratesa general point: The problem of distinguishingthe productsof artificialselection fromthe productsof naturalselectionis solubleonlybecausewe knowsomethingaboutthe goals
and abilities of plant and animalbreeders.If we knew nothing about
these humandesigners, the problemwould be insoluble. Whatholds
for artificialselection carriedout by humanbeings holds in spadesfor
the miraculouscreatingdone by God. Ifwe don't know what traitsorganismswould probablyhaveif Goddesignedthem, then we won't be
able to test the hypothesisthat Goddesignedthem. It is for this reason
that the hypothesisof intelligentdesign cannotbe tested againstevolutionarytheory,at least at present.To be sure, the design hypothesis
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figures in some conjunctions (e.g., the one that postulates a trickster
God) that make predictions. However, that's not enough; as noted be-

fore, it isn't sufficientthatone inventauxiliaryassumptionsthatallow
a hypothesis to predict the observations we already have in hand. The
point is to test, not just this whole conjunction, but the conjunct that
says, in our example, that the eye was created by intelligent design.
This is the fundamental difference between the design hypothesis and
Darwinism. Hypotheses in evolutionary theory, as in other areas of science, require auxiliary assumptions if they are to be tested; however,
as is usually the case in science, those auxiliary assumption are independently attested.24
Although the hypothesis of intelligent design is historically associated with theism, it is important to see that it has nothing essentially to
do with God. The hypothesis of intelligent design is consistent with
the possibility that intelligent extraterrestrialslong ago seeded the earth
with organisms that they crafted, just as it is consistent with life's being made by the miraculous intervention in nature of a supernatural
being. Surely the latter alternative is the one that is harder to test. But
the first one isn't so easy. What would an intelligent civilization in another galaxy have wanted to accomplish if they had long ago seeded
the earth with life? We have no idea. Were they creating copies of the
life forms that inhabited their home planet, or were they conducting
an exotic experiment? Would they have constructed only a few simple
organisms and then allowed the rest to evolve from them, or would
they have made millions of different organisms in their factories? Was
their purpose commercial, or was the seeding just for fun? If questions
about extraterrestrials are difficult to answer, advocates of the design
argument should not be confident that they know what characteristics
God would have wanted to give to organisms on earth if he had created
them.25
Creationists may be tempted to respond to this challenge simply
by inspecting the life we see around us and saying that God wanted to
create that. After all, if life is the result of God's blueprint, can't we
infer what the blueprint said by seeing what the resulting edifice looks
like? The answer to this question isyes, but that does not solve the problem. If you assume that God created living things, you can inspect those
living things and make inferences concerning his goals and abilities.
Symmetrically, if you make assumptions about God's goals and abilities, you can insure that the hypothesis of intelligent design makes predictions. But neither of these procedures cracks the nut. You can't just
assume that God created organisms, and you also can't assume that if
God created organisms he would have made them with such-and-such
characteristics. Each of these claims must be defended by evidence. It
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The idea that God is omnipotent may be thought to solve this problem. Actually, the very reverse is true-omnipotence is part of the problem, not the problem's solution. To be sure, if organisms have various
characteristics, and if God is omnipotent, then God could have created
them with those characteristics. However, the question is whether an
omnipotent God would have created organisms as we find them. What
is the probability that the vertebrate eye would have the features we
see that it has, if it were designed by an all-powerful, all-knowing, and
all-benevolent God? I don't claim that such a God could not have designed the eye with the characteristics it has. I also don't claim that
God probably would not have produced such an eye. I claim that this
probability is presently unknown, even approximately.
If omnipotence doesn't solve the problem, maybe God's benevolence holds the key. Wouldn't a benevolent God have wanted to provide organisms with the ability to see? One question that needs to be
asked here is-which organisms? Vision is not a biological universal.
To which organisms would a benevolent God have provided this ability? But even if we restrict our attention to sighted organisms, the hypothesis that a benevolent God would have wanted to give them the
ability to see hardly begins to make contact with the data. Different
groups of organisms exhibit eyes that have strikingly different designs
(Dawkins 1996, ch. 5). What is the probability, if eyes were the result
of intelligent design, that human beings would have eyes that exhibit
one suite of characteristics, that flatworms would have eyes with a different set of traits, and that dragonflies would deploy a still different
piece of machinery? What needs to be explained are the details of the
adaptive contrivances we find. The assumption that God is all-powerful,
all-knowing, and all-good is not enough for the design hypothesis to
confer a probability on what we observe.
Contemporary defenders of the design hypothesis frequently assume, if only implicitly, that the design hypothesis wins by default (see,
for example, Behe 1996 and Dembski 1998). They assume that if contemporary Darwinian theory cannot explain this or that observed feature of organisms, then we should accept the hypothesis that the feature
was brought into being by intelligent design. There are several gaps in
this line of reasoning. Even if biologists now cannot explain some feature, why think that future work in the Darwinian mode also will fail?
And even if Darwinism is inherently unable to explain the feature, why
does this show that the only possible alternative explanation is intelligent design? How do we know that no other mindless process can do
the trick?
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However, the defect in this argument that I'm now pointing to is
different. It is misleading to say that Darwinian theory, now or in the
future, "cannot explain" what we observe. The worst-case scenario for
Darwinism is that the theory, with appropriate auxiliary assumptions,
entails that what we observe was very improbable. However, this, by
itself, isn't enough to reject Darwinism and opt for the hypothesis of
intelligent design. We need to know how probable it is that the features
would exist, if they were the result of intelligent design. Remembertesting is an inherently contrastive activity. We don't test Darwinism

on its own;we test it againstalternatives.Thequestionof whether Darwinism can or cannot explain what we observe is the wrong question.
Instead, we need to ask a question that is comparative and a matter of
degree-does Darwinism confer a lower probability on what we observe than does the hypothesis of intelligent design (Fitelson and Sober 1998)? Both hypotheses must make predictions if the observations
are to help us choose between them.
By adopting the understandable tactic that the best defense is a good
offense, defenders of the hypothesis of intelligent design have attacked
evolutionary theory's ability to explain this or that fact about living
things. Some of these criticisms are completely misguided (e.g., the
blanket statement that natural processes cannot lead from disorder to
order, owing to the second law of thermodynamics), but others are in
the neighborhood of phenomena that are not well understood in current science. Evolutionary biologists need to answer these challenges
without giving the false impression that all biological problems have
already been solved. Biology is not over as a subject. But at the same

time, it is importantnot to forgetthat advocatesof the design hypothesis have to do more than press questions about evolutionary theory.
They must develop a positive account of their own (Kitcher 1984,
Pennock 1998), one in which the probabilitiesof adaptivefeatures, conditional on the hypothesis of intelligent design, are not merely stipulated.

III
Testability is important in science; understanding testability is therefore an important goal for the philosophy of science. If a problem now
cannot be addressed empirically, that is an important fact, even if one
cannot draw the stronger conclusion that it never will be, or never could
be, solved empirically. Hume went too far when he suggested that we
consign to the flames any statement that is neither testable nor a matter of definition. Since we revise our views about what is testable as
we change our understanding of the empirical world, untestable problems may not remain so. They should be consigned to the back burner,
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not to the flames.We shouldkeep an eye on them, and promotethem
to the foregroundof ourattentionif theybecomeempiricallytractable.
However,as long as they remainon the backburner,we shouldbe very
clearthat science has not solved these problemsyet.
It is importantto determinewhether a problemcan be addressed
empiricallybecausethe set of inferentialtools that comprisewhat we
call "thescientificmethod"has the functionof allowingus to evaluate
competinghypothesesin the light of observations.The content of this
toolboxis not fixed for all time, nor is it the samein all scientific disciplines. Still, what gets includedin the toolboxat a time are the methods that scientists think should be used to interpret the bearing of
observationson hypotheses. Epistemologicalinvestigation into the
characterof differentproblemsis thus continuouswith the scientific
enterprise.26Designingan experimentis justas much a partof science
as carryingout the experiment.And determiningwhether an experimentcan be designedis justas mucha partof scienceas actuallydesigning it. Thereis more to science that the activityof runningtests. Yet, I
thinkthatthe scientificenterpriseis directedtowardsthe goalof bringing problemsto an empiricalresolution,or setting them aside when
this cannotbe done. Science, I am suggesting,is the artof the testable.
Afterthe search for a criterionof testabilitywas declareda wild
goose chase,philosophersstartedto get interestedin the Peirceanidea
of inferenceto the best explanation(Harman1965, Lycan1988, Lipton
1991). Abductionseemed a worthy successorto the failed epistemology of the logicalempiricists;my impressionis thatit has foundits way
into the understandingthatmanyphilosophersnow have of how good
inferenceproceeds.First,there is the idea thatscientists engage in inference to the best explanationwhen they postulatethe existence of
electronsandgenes;but, in addition,thereis the ideathatphilosophers
constructinferencesto the best explanationwhen they defend the existence of universals,or of possibleworlds, or of moralfacts. It is here
that I want to get off the bus. "Inferenceto the best explanation"is an
unobjectionablephrase,as long as it does not give the false impression
that scientific inference allows one to discriminatebetween empirically equivalenttheories. Scientiststend to lose interestin a question
when they thinkits competinganswersare empiricallyindistinguishable;they do not solve the problemby a magicalinvocationof the principle of inference to the best explanation (Sober 1996). I am not
suggestingthat philosophersshould similarlylose interest. However,
if a philosophicalproblemcan't now be solved empirically,philosophersarguingpro andcon shouldnot pretendthattheir argumentsinvolve purelyscientific modes of reasoning.
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Three examples will illustrate the kind of mistake I have in mind.
I've already mentioned evil demons and trickster gods; these, of course,
are just picturesque ways of expressing the idea of fictionalism. A
fictionalist rewrite of a theory T is a conjunction-it says that T is false
and that what we observe is just what we'd expect to observe if Twere
true. Let's compare a fictionalist view of a well-confirmed scientific
theory-the electron theory, for example-and a realist interpretation
of that theory, which says that the theory, interpreted literally, is true.
Fictionalism and realism with respect to the electron theory are em-

piricallyequivalent.Nonetheless,it is possibleto find roomforthe following thought: "If the electron theory were true, that would explain
the observations we have made, but to say that the theory is false, but
empirically adequate, provides no such explanation. Realism explains
why the theory is predictively successful, but fictionalism does not."

Maybeso. Butit isn't a scientific inferenceto concludefromthis, however tentatively, that realism is true and fictionalism is false. The problem is not empirically soluble, even if realism is more "explanatory"
than fictionalism.
My second example concerns the use made of the principle of parsimony by defenders of the mind/body identity theory. Consider the
materialist claim that being in pain is one and the same property as
having one's c-fibers fire. Cartesian dualists deny that these two properties are identical, though they concede that the properties may be
nomologically equivalent. What reason is there to prefer the identity
thesis over the claim that mental and physical properties are distinct,
though nomologically coextensive? Smart (1959) and Brandt and Kim
(1967) answered by invoking the principle of parsimony-the identity
theory postulates fewer properties, or ultimate kinds of properties, than
dualism. In a similar vein, Causey (1977) argued that the identity claim
explains why mental and physical properties are nomologically coextensive; dualism seems obliged to accept this correlation as a brute fact.
It may seem here that a scientific argument is being advanced in support of a metaphysical thesis. After all, isn't parsimony a consideration
in scientific inference? And don't scientists construct inferences to the
best explanation? The answer to both questions is yes, but only when
the competing theories make different predictions. The materialist's
inference to the best explanation may sound like science, but it isn't
(Sober 1996).
My last example comes from the problem of intelligent design. Let
us shift our attention from the adaptedness of organisms to large-scale
features of the universe as a whole. Why are there laws of nature? Science explains some laws in terms of others. But what of the laws that
scientists think are fundamental? Why are they true? And why are there
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any laws at all?It mightbe thoughtthatif the universewere createdby
a benevolent, powerful,and knowledgeableGod, that that would explain why there are laws. Otherwise,we apparentlyare forcedto accept this featureof the worldas a brutefact (Swinburne1968). Maybe
so. But this is not a scientific argumentfor the existence of God. Science is in the business of testing alternativehypothesesagainsteach
other, where these alternatives make different predictions. In the
present example, the theistic hypothesis allegedly predicts that the
universewill containlaws. Butwhat is the competinghypothesisand
what does it predict?It might be thought that if there were no God,
then there probablywouldn'tbe laws of nature.I don'tsee how a probabilitycan be assignedin this case. As far as I can see, the theistic hypothesis purports to explain a fact that no other hypothesis really
engagesas a problem.Thisis an instanceof inference to the "best"explanationonly in the Pickwickiansense that just one explanationhas
been suggested.If so, I thinkwe have strayedfromthe terrainof scientific inference;we are in terraincognita,and the phrase"inferenceto
the best explanation"shouldnot reassureus.
If a philosophicalproblemcan'tnow be solved empirically,it does
not follow that the problemis inherentlynonempirical;some philosophicalproblemsmaybe like this, but othersmaybecomeempirically
tractable,even if they are not now. Ratherthan seeking to characterize a timeless difference between philosophical and scientific problems, it mightbe betterto examinehow the philosophicalproblemsat
a time differ from problemsthat are scientific at that time. This does
not mean thatthere is no genuinedifferencebetween science andphilosophy.Nor does it meanthatphilosophicalproblemsare, at bottom,
either questionsof science, or nonsense. Much of what is now partof
science was once part of philosophy. Different scientific disciplines
branchedoff fromphilosophyat differenttimes; the separatesciences
are descendantsand philosophyis the commonancestor.There is no
reasonto thinkthat this branchingprocessis over. Futuregenerations
of philosopherswill look back at us and smile indulgently, charmed
by the fact that we thoughtthat this or that problemcould be solved
by the methods of philosophywe now have at our disposal.Some of
the innovationsthat will permitthis change to take place will occur
within philosophy,but otherswill be empiricalresultsin science. The
boundarybetween what is empiricallytestable and what is not will
shift, but I expect that the conceptof testabilitywill remainepistemologicallyimportant.
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My thanksto RobertAudi,MartinBarrett,Noel Carroll,ElleryEells,BerentEnq,Branden
Fitelson,MalcolmForster,ClarkGlymour,DanielHausman,GregMougin,LarryShapiro,
Alan Sidelle,Dennis Stampe,andChrisStephensfor commentson previousdrafts.
1. See, for example, the essays by LarryLaudanand Philip Quinn criticizingMichael
Ruse'stestimony at the 1981 Arkansastrial concerningwhether it is constitutionalfor
the state to requirethatcreationismbe given equaltime with evolutionarytheoryin state
schools. These, andRuse'sresponses,are collected in Ruse(1988).
2. Hempel(1950) adoptsthe criterionof adequacythatif a sentence is empiricallymeaningful, the samemust be true of its negation.Althoughthis is a perfectlyreasonableconstraint on the notion of meaning, it isn't obvious that it is correct as a constraint on
testability.The constrainthappensto makesensewithin Bayesianism,which equatesconfirmationwith probabilityraisingand disconfirmationwith probabilitylowering. It is a
< Pr(not-H).However,
> Pr(H)iff Pr(not-HIO)
consequenceof Bayes'theoremthatPr(HIO)
a
verdict.
This
is
the case for the ideas
accounts
sometimes
deliver
different
non-Bayesian
I'll presentin what follows.
3. Althoughthe testabilitytheory of meaningwas a theory aboutlanguage-boundentities (sentences),a purelyepistemologicalaccountof testabilityis bestformulatedas a claim
about language-independententities. Hence my talk here and in what follows of statements and propositions.
4. HereI partways with the constructiveempiricismof VanFraassen(1980).
5. Pathanalysisfurnishesa convenientvehicle for representingthe degreeof correlation
that obtainsbetween nodes in a causalgraph;see Davis(1985) for an elementaryexposition. If there is justone pathfromX toZ, andit goes throughY,then the coefficientfor the
path is just the productof the coefficientsthat describethe path fromX to Yandthe path
from Yto Z. Since these coefficientsare between -1 and + 1, it follows that the absolute
value of the coefficientfor YandZcannotbe smallerthan the absolutevalue of the coefficient forX andZ.
If there is more than one path from one node to another, then the coefficient that describesthe relationshipof the two nodes is the sum of the coefficientsfor each path. For
example, supposethatX has two connectionswith Z-one throughY,the other through
W-as follows:

/a

b\

X

Z
\c

d

The correlationofX andZ has the valueab + cd, while that between YandZ has the value
b. Notice that it is possible that Ibl< lab + cdl; when this is true, observingZ provides
more informationaboutX than it does aboutY.
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6. In this example,the teacherhearsthe twenty messengers;she does not hearany of the
earlier children. There are values for the errorprobabilitiesthat entail that she can be
more certainaboutwhat the firstchild said than she is aboutwhat was said by any of the
final twenty.
7. Here I set asidethe a prioriknowledgewe have of unobservedentities. We know, for
example, that an electroneitherhas a negativechargeor does not, but this knowledgeis
not mediatedby ouraccessto measurementdevices.My pointis thatthe empiricalknowledge we have exhibitsan asymmetrybetween what we observeandwhat we do not.
8. Forexample:Do we see electronsin a cloud chamber,or only their effects?Do we see
the footballgame on live television, or only its effects?And what makesit true that you
now see the printedpage beforeyou, and not your own retinalimage, or the light that
reachesyour eyes? The generalquestionhas the followingform:In a causalchainfromX
to YtoZ, whereZis a perceptualstate, does enteringZallowyou to see (orhear)Y,orX, or
both? Do we "see through"the proximatecauses and thereby see causes that are more
distal?Or, do we see the more proximatecauses, with the distal causes occluded?See
Dretske(1981) for discussion.
9. This ideawas not alien to the logicalempiricists;for example,Carnap(1932) uses the
phrase"the relativityof protocolsentences"to makethis point.
10. Notice that reliability,thus defined, does not mean that a woman is probablypregnant if her test is positiveand is probablynot pregnantif her test is negative.Highvalues
forPr(positivetest outcome I pregnant)and forPr(negativetest outcome I not pregnant)
do not guaranteehigh valuesforPr(pregnantIpositivetest outcome)andPr(notpregnant
Inegative test outcome).
11. Glymour(1980) emphasizesthe need for a nonholistic account of testing wherein
auxiliaryassumptionsandtheoriesundertestbearverydifferentrelationsto the observations.
12. This point addressesthe question raised in footnote 1-a sentence can be testable
even when its negationis not. Evenif Pr(OIH1)> Pr(O IH2 ), whereH1andH2 areincompatible, nothing follows as to whether Pr(O IH1) > Pr(O I not-Hi); this last conditional
probabilitymay not be well-defined.
13. In Sober(1993b), I arguethatthe mathematicsused in scientifictheoriesis typically
not tested when those theoriesare tested.
14. The thesis that testingis contrastiverequiresthat predictionbe probabilistic;otherwise, hypotheses could be falsifiedwithout any contrastivealternativehaving to play a
role. IfH&Adeductivelyentails0, andA is known to be true, then, if we observenot-O,
we can conclude thatH is false.
15. Forthe sakeof simplicity,I am ignoringin this essay the role thatparsimonyplaysin
testing competingtheories.Fordiscussionof how parsimonyinteractswith the probabilistic considerationsdiscussedhere, see Forsterand Sober(1994) and Sober(1996).
16. The idea that testingmust be contrastive,and that each of the competinghypotheses
must makepredictions,has severalimplicationswith respectto statisticaltheory. First,it
is inconsistentwith the theoryof R. A. Fisher(1956), on which see Howsonand Urbach
(1993, pp. 178-180) andRoyall(1997, ch. 3); second,it raisesquestionsaboutproblemsof
statisticalinferencein which one of the competinghypothesesapparentlymakesno predictions at all; see Sober(1999) for discussion.Finally,I shouldmention that sometimes
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the factthat all the competinghypothesesat handhave low likelihoodscan be a reasonto
searchfor a new hypothesiswhose likelihoodis higher.Thisis not to be construed,however, as a case in which one "rejects"the hypotheses currentlyavailablebecause their
likelihoodsare low.
17. In TheOrigin,Darwin(1859, p. 138) developsthis ideawhen he discussesthe different species of blind insects that live in darkcaves aroundthe world. These insects live in
virtuallyidenticalenvironments,but they themselvesare far from identical. Curiously,
the blind insects that live in a cave tend to resemblethe sightedinsects that live outside
the cave nearby.The best explanationof this fact is that the insects in the cave and the
insects nearbydescendedfroma commonancestor.HereDarwinis appealingto "phylogenetic inertia"-the influence of ancestoron descendant(Orzackand Sober2000)-to
explain imperfectadaptation.Gould(1980) makesthe same argumentby way of his exampleof the panda's"thumb."
18. Moreprecisely,the questionwould be whether the correlationexists afterone controlsforother,possiblyconfounding,causesof traitassociation,suchas phylogeneticinertia.
19. It is importantto formulatecompetinghypotheses so that they do not include the
observations.Otherwise,the observations,trivially,will be unableto distinguishamong
the competinghypotheses. Thus, if the creationisthypothesis is that an intelligent designerproducedthe eye, then the observationscannotconsistmerely in the fact that the
eye exists. As Paleyrecognized,the designhypothesishas to explainthe detailedfeatures
thatwe observethe eye to have;the samepoint appliesto the evolutionaryhypothesis.
20. To infer watchmakerfromwatch, you needn't know exactlywhat the watchmaker
had in mind;indeed,you don't even have to know that the watch is a device for measuring time. Archaeologistssometimesunearthtools of unknownfunction,but still reasonably drawthe inferencethat these thingsare, in fact, tools.
21. Paley(1809, chapter5) presentsfourargumentsagainstthe hypothesisthat the adaptive featuresof organismsaroseby a processof randomvariationplus selective retention:
(i) we do not observethe processoccurringnow; (ii) the hypothesispredictsthat there
should be many sorts of animal,now or in the past (unicorns,centaurs,etc.) that do not
exist; (iii)the hypothesisfalselypredictsthatorganismsdo not exhibita hierarchicaltaxonomic relationship;(iv)the claimthat artifactsoriginateby variationplus selective retention is absurd.Paleyapparentlythoughtof the processas one-shot,ratherthancumulative.
Randomvariationassemblesdifferentcombinationsof matter,and the stable combinations survivewhile the unstableones do not;once a combinationis stable,no furthervariations occurin it or its descendants.Darwin,of course,thoughtthat livingthingscontinue
to experiencerandomvariationand selection, which is why he was able to claim that his
theory accountsfor the fact that taxonomyis hierarchical.
22. However,creationistsarewrongwhen they saythatthe processof evolutionby naturalselection is a purelyrandomprocess.Variationis generatedat random,but which variants surviveunderselection is anythingbut random.See Sober(1993c) for discussion.
23. In Sober(1993c, 1995), I mistakenlysaid that Paley'sargumentfor the existence of
an intelligent designerassumesa conception of God that leads to the predictionthat organismsshouldbe perfectlyadaptedto theirenvironments.I amindebtedto SteveWykstra
for pointingout to me thatPaleyshouldnot be interpretedin this way. Paley(1809, chapters 1, 5) notes that we are right to infer the existence of a watchmakerwhen we see a
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watch, even if we notice that the watch containsimperfections.He concludes, by parity
of reasoning,that the adaptivecontrivancesof organismsprovidestrong evidence that
organismsareproductsof intelligentdesign,even if thesecontrivancesareimperfect.Paley
is carefulto separatethe claim that an intelligent designerexists from the question of
what characteristicsthis designerhas. Paleyadducesadditionalreasonsfor thinkingthat
there is just one designer,that he is benevolent, etc., but these conclusions about the
designer'scharacteristicsdo not figureas premisesin Paley'sargumentfor his existence.
24. GregMouginhas suggesteda nice examplethatillustratesthe importantcontrastive
elementin the notionof testability.LetH1= Godcreatedthe eye, E = Jonesis pregnant,A =
Jones is sexuallyactive, andH2 = Jones used birthcontrol.It is possible to test H1 against
H2; given independentlyattested backgroundassumptionsA, E favorsHI over H2. The
reasonis that Pr(EIA) = Pr(EIA&H1)> Pr(EIA&H2).It alsois true, of course, thatE favors
not- H2 overH1, since Pr(EIA&H1) < Pr(EIA &not-H2).The claimI am advancingis not
that H1 is untestable,but thatH1 cannotbe tested againstevolutionarytheory.
25. One recent defender of the design hypothesis takes pains to point out that the
designer'splans may be ratherinscrutable.Behe (1996, p. 223) says that "featuresthat
strikeus as odd in a designmight have been placedthere by the designerfor a reason-for
artisticreasons,for variety,to show off, for some as-yet-undetectablepracticalpurpose,
or for some unguessablereason-or they mightnot."Behe thereforeshould agreethat he
has no ideawhether the adaptivefeatureswe observeare ones we should expect according to the design hypothesis.Whatis curiousis that Behe does not see this as an impediment to the designinference.
26. I hope it is clearthatmy reasonfor sayingthatepistemologyand science arecontinuous in this respectdiffersfundamentallyfromQuine's.Forone thing, my argumentdoes
not reston a rejectionof the analytic/syntheticdistinction,which I discussin Sober(2000).
The kindof continuityI am defendinghere is very muchin the spiritof the logicalempiricists; see, for example,Carnap(1937, p. 323).
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